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Introduction

The most widely used website analytics, Google Analytics, has a few
significant drawbacks. Customers may not be able to access several
key features of Google Analytics, which can prevent them from
learning extremely crucial information about their website's visitors,
events, and conversions as well as how to increase them unlike in
SaturnOne Analytics.

Users, events, and conversions (which are all-important metrics in
marketing) receive less attention in Google Analytics than traffic.
You will primarily obtain information about page views, sessions,
bounce rates, etc. by using Google Analytics. 

It won't provide you with the information on your users that you
require, such as who they are, how each of them behave specifically
on your website, what causes them to convert, and why you get
more or fewer of them. But with SaturnOne, you get all of these and
more.

What are KPIs and Why are They Important?

Monitoring content marketing KPIs gives you a huge advantage over
your competitors.

You can see where you're at and where you're going in your
marketing campaigns by measuring and analyzing your KPIs.

It also tells you whether your target audience is seeing and
engaging with the material you're creating and sharing.

Finally, tracking KPIs allows you to determine whether you're using
the appropriate channels. Read the related blog article, “4 Content
Marketing KPIs to Measure for Success”
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Why Choose an Alternative to Google Analytics?

Google Analytics is for marketers with deep technical and data 
analytics skills who have the time and expertise to build their own 
reports and can integrate and use Google's three main tools in their 
marketing suite (analytics, tag manager, and data studio). 

For busy entrepreneurs and marketers, who do not have constant 
programmer support and data analysts experts, Google Analytics is 
a bit complex and overwhelming. 

Even though GA is free, to use it beyond the basics, such as content 
marketing needs, requires constant programmer and data analyst 
support and can be both costly and take substantial time and 
planning efforts. With SaturnOne, everything is already built for you!

On the other hand, SaturnOne is designed for content marketers 
and business owners who want an intuitive and easy-to-use tool to 
see marketing insights all in one screen, and not just numbers and 
stats. 
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How to Prove Your Content Marketing 
Strategy Works

 

Simply drill down and see how visitors are interacting with pages and 
flowing between pages and how and why they convert. Request a 
DEMO now. 

Content marketing is a powerful way to reach your target 
audience, build brand awareness, and drive leads. But measuring 
content marketing performance can be tricky. 

In this eBook, we’ll tackle content marketing attribution and 
how to measure it so that you can make informed decisions 
about your content strategy moving forward. Read on for more 
details!

What Is Content Attribution?

Quoting a blog post from woopra.com “Content Marketing 
Attribution: How to Measure the Effectiveness of Blogging”, it 
says, “is the act of assigning credit to a given touchpoint. 
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It helps you weigh the relative impact of campaigns in relation to 
your overall marketing and sales program.

In attribution modeling in general, you’re always going to sacrifice 
some accuracy for utility. There’s simply no objective way to 
assign “credit” to a given touchpoint that doesn’t implicitly 
contain one or more arguable assumptions.”

According to databox.com, attribution refers to the steps visitors 
take to reach a desired action step. This means content 
attribution is tracking which of your content encourages visitors 
to take the desired action.

Goals from each content piece or campaign may vary, meaning 
content attribution can range anywhere from measuring 
conversion from traffic to leads and leads to customers.

Content attribution may also refer to the channel you’re using 
and into what level you want to go into measuring your content’s 
effectiveness. 

Specifically, what is Content Marketing Attribution 
and how does it relate to Content Marketing KPIs?

Let’s start with the basics. Content marketing attribution is the 
process of measuring the impact of content marketing on your 
business metrics. It’s an essential part of digital marketing, and you 
can use it to improve your content marketing strategy moving 
forward. 

With content marketing, you’re creating and distributing content 
(i.e. blog posts, guides, videos, and other types of media) targeted to 
your specific audience. The goal is to drive traffic to your website 
and increase conversions by educating your target audience and 
building trust with your brand.  Signup for the 30-day FREE TRIAL 
now!
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Brand awareness - Content marketing can help you grow your
brand awareness and increase your audience size. 
Traffic - Content marketing can drive targeted traffic to your
website and increase your conversion rates. 
Conversions - Content marketing can lead to conversions, such
as sales and signups, that help boost your revenue. 
Customer retention - Content marketing can also help you retain
customers by providing valuable and helpful content. 
Lead generation - Content marketing can help generate leads by
encouraging visitors to sign up for your email list. 
Customer sentiment - Finally, content marketing can also affect
customer sentiment and help improve your customer
satisfaction. - And that’s not all!

 

Why Measure Content Marketing Attribution?

First, let’s look at some of the ways that content marketing can
positively impact your business. 

See how SaturnOne optimizes your marketing strategy by getting a
DEMO now. 
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1. Google Analytics is Not User-Friendly!

Google Analytics is not intuitive or super beginner-friendly unlike
SaturnOne which is very easy to use with its one dashboard feature
where you see everything— from Website Visits to Content
Attribution.

2. Google Analytics is for Data Nerds, Not For Content
Marketers and Busy Business Owners

Google Analytics uses a lot of technical terms that the average user,
like you and me, will have a hard time catching up on or doesn't
make sense at all. 

It even has courses which consume a lot of time and effort for the
ordinary user. SaturnOne is newbie and non-techie friendly (heck,
it’s friendly even to data analysts!). 

SaturnOne offers ease-of-use and deep actionable insights for
content marketers and business owners for their content
marketing analytics needs. 

It even has Content Attribution so you can see which among your
content, or group of content are performing well and bringing in
conversions. Read the article here: “Content Marketing
Attribution: 3 Powerful Ways to Measure ROI”

The real cost for Google Analytics is the setup, the constant
maintenance every time you add content or run a campaign (with
programmers), and the ongoing data analyst support.
 
Another overlooked cost would be the time delay in asking and
answering questions which you did not think to set up in advance
such as Tag Manager before you started.
 

5 Reasons Why SaturnOne is the Best 
Google Analytics Alternative
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Almost every real content marketing insight needs setup and only 
then can Google Analytics collect data. On the other hand, 
SaturnOne constantly and auto-magically captures all the data 
and has tools to access and visualize it that are already built-in.

3. Google is Coming Up With Its New Version— GA4

Moreover, Google Analytics 4 (the most recent version of GA) is 
completely different, meaning, you need to spend months of 
learning on how to use it only to have it become obsolete in a few 
years, unlike SaturnOne which is very easy to use that ordinary 
users like content marketers can go up and running in less than a 
day. 

You also get the latest updates automatically and you can reach 
out to support for help. Get to know the reasons behind why 
Google Analytics sucks for content marketers in this article: “Why 
Google Analytics 4 Sucks for B2B Content Marketers”

 4. You Can’t View and Analyze Multiple Journeys at Once

If you want to see from which countries visitors are coming from, 
from what device or channel, you simply cannot find that in 
Google Analytics.
 
However, what SaturnOne Content Analytics  does is it allows you 
to group content into categories and then perform various 
analytics on them, such as filtering by campaigns, categories, and 
countries, and seeing how whole categories of content are 
performing.
 
We can also do content attribution, which is a very powerful thing. 
We can actually see where your leads are coming from and where 
your customers are coming from.
 
You can actually segment them by revenue and different types of 
customers, and then we have a nice flow. You can see how 
content groups flow. 
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The REAL Cost of GA4 for Content 
Marketing Versus SaturnOne

 

However, Google Analytics allows for the simultaneous viewing of 
only two dimensions, which severely restricts your capacity to 
comprehend your visitors, users, marketing, and growth activities.

With SaturnOne, explore various options to track and monitor 
individual customers and entire campaigns. You can even track 
which content or funnel on your website is converting the most or 
which visitors are not converting at all allowing you to improve your 
marketing and sales campaigns. Visit SaturnOne today!

 5. Google Analytics Does Not Collect Contact Forms and its 
Content Grouping Feature Sucks 

Google Analytics does not collect contact forms or lead forms. No 
correlation to customer, lead score, or revenue. Its Content Grouping 
feature sucks bigtime in GA4. Google Analytics also has NO 
customer journeys. Everything in SaturnOne, including its filtering, is 
WAY better. Read: “SaturnOne CEO’s Content Analytics Tour: The 
Latest Updates”
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Even better, it offers content attribution so you can identify which of 
your articles or groups of articles are generating traffic and 
converting well. 

The setup, ongoing maintenance whenever you add content or run a 
campaign, and ongoing data analyst support are the real costs 
associated with Google Analytics.

The time lost in asking and responding to questions that you did not 
think to set up Tag Manager before starting would be another 
unaccounted-for expenditure.
 
 To see how easy it is to get actionable insights for your content 
marketing, get a DEMO or a free consultation with our product 
advisors at SaturnOne Analytics today. 

1. Google Analytics is HARD to use

Google Analytics is not intuitive or super beginner-friendly unlike 
SaturnOne which is very easy to use with its one dashboard 
feature where you see everything— from Website Visits to Content 
Attribution. Read the article here: “Content Marketing Attribution: 
3 Powerful Ways to Measure ROI”.

2. SaturnOne is for Content Marketers and Busy Business 
Owners 

The common user, like you and me, will find it difficult to 
understand the technical jargon used by Google Analytics or they 
won't make any sense at all. You have to go through learnings 
(courses) for you to learn how to use Google Analytics. 

For the demands of content marketers and business owners 
seeking content marketing analytics, SaturnOne delivers simplicity 
of use and detailed, actionable data. 
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See what types of content are contributing to lead, sales, and 
even lifetime value of customers.
See attributions segmented by Channel, Location, Lead Score, 
Revenue, Campaigns, and more...
Explore content interest and engagement by segments with 
our advanced filtering.

Here’s Some of the Best Features of SaturnOne

Content Analytics

See What Content Is Contributing To Your Growth

Discover and invest in what is working, stop what is not. Learn 
more about how SaturnOne’s Content Analytics feature can help 
you identify which among your content arwe contributing to your 
most profitable customers! Visit the page here: 
https://www.saturnone.io/features/content-analytics

 



Follow single visitors across different sessions and multiple 
domains.
See each page engaged with and the campaigns that drive them.
See each link, CTA, and form interacted with and filled out.
Explore journeys by segments with our advanced filtering, such as 
lead scores, campaigns, location, content...

Customer Journey Analytics

See how real leads and customers are using your website, interacting 
with your marketing campaigns, and engaging with your content 
across multiple visits.

Follow Individual Customers or Entire Campaigns

Optimize for your best prospects…not just for visits or clicks. Visit the 
page here: https://www.saturnone.io/features/customer-journey
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Conversion Analytics

Automatically capture every interaction and conversion. No
programming or extra set up needed.

Segmenting
Segment by campaign groups, channels, referrers, content groups,
and country groups.

Calls-To-Action & Forms
Easily define your site's calls-to-action and forms to track.
See trends, all pages with conversions, and the numbers.
All historical events and no waiting needed.
 
Calls-To-Action & Link Analytics
See how visitors are navigating your site. See where and when
visitors are clicking your CTAs.

Form Analytics
Form views and form completions on any page, funnel, goals with
segmentation by campaigns, country, devices and more.
Visit our page here for more information:
https://www.saturnone.io/features/conversions
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For your content marketing analytics requirements, SaturnOne 
provides business owners and content marketers with useful insights 
for faster and smarter ROI. The setup and ongoing expenses for 
Google Analytics are the true cost. Signup for the 30-day FREE TRIAL 
now!
 

 

Google Analytics, the most popular website analytics tool, has a few 
key flaws. Several essential Google Analytics capabilities might not 
be available to users. 

This may hinder them from learning incredibly important details 
about the users, actions, and conversions on their website, as well as 
how to improve them. 

Using content marketing effectively will help you connect with your 
target market, increase brand recognition, and generate leads. 
However, gauging the success of content marketing can be 
challenging.

We have also discussed how to help you decide on your content 
strategy going forward, and also about content marketing 
attribution and how to measure it in this article. 

Bottom Line
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